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This invention relates to reenforced concrete 
floors for constructions such as buildings, and 
more particularly to floors made up of pre 
formed unit blocks or beams. 
An object of the invention is to provide a 

unit beam which when assembled with other 
like beams forms: a continuous, rigid and inter 
connected flooring. S. 
Another object is to provide: a flooring which 

itself presents a suitable treading surface or 
Which may be used as a foundation to Support 
a Superimposed Surfacing material, 
Another object is to provide a flooring having 

proVisionS for the location of Service elements 
Such as pipes, cables, shafting and brackets. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

means for assembling the unit beams whereby 
the conditions for particular kinds of flooring 
will be satisfied. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide means for completing the flooring between 
irregularly Spaced beams. 
A still-further object is to improve, cheapen 

and Sinplify the construction of Such floors. 
The invention also includes improvements in 

details of construction as hereinafter described. 
I have illustrated my invention in the accom 

panying drawings in which, by way of example, 
I have shown the application of my invention to 
Various typical cases met with in the construc 
tion of buildings having floors or ceilings con 
structed of concrete beams. 
In the drawings: 
FigS. 1 to 11 are perspective views, and 
Figs., 1A, 1B and 1C are transverse sections 

of the beam of Fig. 1, to an enlarged scale. 
Figs. 1 and 1A show the preferred construc 

tion of a unit beam. - . . . 
Fig. 2 shows part of a floor in which the 

beans rest on the upper flanges of rolled steel 
joists. . 

Fig. 3 is a view. Similar to Fig. 2 and shows the 
beams supported by brick walls. 

Fig. 4. shows the floor beams, resting on 
haunches carried by the lower member of the 
rolled steel joists. 

Fig. 5 shows the arrangement of the units 
employed to fill in the final gaps on the floor. 
lig. 

- Fig. 6 shows a modification of Fig. 5. - 
Fig. 7 ShCWS the construction when the floor 

ing beams are arranged to form stepped tiers 
of a sloping floor. 

Fig. 8 ShoWS the arrangement when the floor 
:5 ing beams form a flat roof, whereby, a weather 

tight joint is made between the ends of the 
beams and the Supporting Wall. 

Fig. 9 shows one type of floor finish, 
Fig. 10 shows one type of ceiling finish. 
Fig. 11 shows an arrangement of floor With 

the units of Fig. 7 forming steps thereto. 
Referring first to Fig, 1, this shows a beam 

A which is preferably of the inverted channel 
Section shown, although the beam may be of 
hollow, rectangular cross-section if desired. The 
beam. A comprises the upper horizontal portion 
Which provides the floor Surface, and the longir 
tudinal side members and the transverse end 
members a5 which depend from the periphery 
thereof. At intermediate points, the beam may 
be strengthened by transverse Webs (4, which 
are usually provided. With cored holes (9. The 
nenberS G4 and d5, are adapted to carry parts 
attached to the under sides of the foors, such 
as Shafting brackets, lifting appliances, con 
duits and the like. S. 
The longitudinal side members of the beam 

are reenforced by the embedded members a6. 
The main reenforcement members are ar 

ranged to take the tensile stresses, and are lo 
cated in the lower portions of the side mem 
bers; other lighter longitudinal reenforcing 
members may be provided, and these mem 
hers are attached together by stirrups extended 
to prevent displacement whilst casting. In 
SOrne CaSeS the horizontal members of the U 
Shaped beams, may be reenforced by longitudi 
nal bars connected together by interlaced trans 
versely disposed secondary reenforcements 
Which may follow the lines of the contour of 
the Section. ‘. . 

he oute. Vertical faces of the side.nem 
bes are: provided with longitudinally extending 
grouting grooves, these being the grooves a' in 
the longitudinal side members and the grooves 
G2 in the trainSVerse side-member's d5. ProVision 
may be made to ensure that, as the beams are 
laid side, by side, spaces of uniform width will 
beformed between the grooved vertical faces. 
This may be accomplished by providing a pro 
jecting flange a3 (see Fig. 1B) at the lower 
edge of the side. members. Holes as Which are 
preferably tapered are formed in the top mem 
pers of the fooring beans to be used in nak 
ing through connections of pipes cables or the 
like: . When the holes are not in use they may 
be filled With tapered plugs a16. 
AS has been stated, it is intended that the 

unit beans belaid Side by Side to form a con 
plete flooring. When being so. laid the flanges 
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the gap at the desired end or intermediate posi 
tion. 

Fig. 7 ShoWS the modification of construction 
Suitable for floor beams of cinemas or the like 
indoor, or athletic grounds or the like outdoor 
Structures. With sloping or tiered floors. In these 
cases the rolled steel joists B are laid trans 
versely at an angle, and to provide the horizon 
tal. Steps; the one vertical longitudinal side rem 
ber all of the floor beam is made longer than 
the other d.10, the lower part only of the longer 
member all is grooved as at a3, whilst the whole 
of the face of G10 is grooved. The under faces 
of the beams are shaped to Suit the sloping 
joistS, and Suitable provision is made for bond 
ing the autting portions together and to brack 
ets attached at intervals to the joists. B' to hold 
the beans against lateral displacement down the 
slope. - . . . . 

Fig. 8 shows the preferred construction where 
the flooring beams A3 form a flat roof, their 
ends resting on the lower edges cil of recesses 
formed in Walls C. Weather-tight joists which 
do not need flashing aire formed as follows: 
The ends of the beans are extended upwardly, 

as at a12, by an amount equal to, say, one or 
tWO courses of brick, and at the end of each side 
face of each beam a semicylindrical hollow por 
tion (13 is formed in the raised ends; these hol 
low portions align, and form vertical troughs, 
the lower ends of which are closed by the Sur 
face C1, and into which grout is poured, which 
grOut completely closes the ends of the joints 

S. 

8. 

5. 

betWeen the floor beams; and forms an effectual 
; Seal to prevent leakage of water along the joints; 
moreover, the raised portions, unless the water 
level rises unduly, prevent the flow of water 
Over the ends of the beams. Floor beams thus 
constructed are usually sufficient to ensure water 
tight jointS With the walls without the use of 
aSphalt or lead fashing. 
Opening al4, for glazing, may be provided in 

Such floors. 
Fig. 9 ShoWS a floor finish in the form of boards 

K' attached to upper Spacer pieces D, but ob 
viously any desired finish may be provided. This 
figure also shows spaces left between the spacer 
pieces D (corresponding to d' in Fig. 3), so as 
to form paSSageWays to permit electric, gas or 
the like Services to be carried transversely across 
the beams and below the floor boards. Such a 
Service is indicated at P, and this may extend 
through the opening a 15 to the under side of the 
beam. 

In Fig. 10, a ceiling finish of lath and plaster 
as Q is shown, but any suitable finish may be 
provided. 

In FigS. 9 and 10 the floor beams are shown 
aS carried on haunchingS G; but the floor and 
ceiling finishes shown may be fitted to floor 
beams carried on the tops of the joists B as 
shown in the other modifications. 
The Section illustrated, of an inverted channel 

Section, has been found to be the one best adapt 
ed for the purpose; a floor beam of this sec 
tion is Well adapted for effective reenforcement, 
and a beam having the necessary stiffness to 
resist deflection is comparatively light; the ver 
tical side members are well adapted to take 
the longitudinal locking grooves, and the spacer 
pieces between the lower edges of these mem 
berS are Well adapted to carry the ceiling finishes 
Where ceilings are required, or closure members 
Where chases or cavities are required. The main 
features of the invention may, however, be emi 

3. 
bodied in other sections, for example in hollow 
rectangular or the like Sections. 
In those cases where expansion and contracs 

tion of the floor in a transverse direction is like 
ly to give trouble a more or less elastic grout . 
may be used to fill in the spaces between thead 
jacent sides of the beams. 
The details of construction, the strength of the 

concrete mixture, and the extent of steel reen 
forcement would be modified in accordance With 
the section of floor beam adopted, the type of 
building, the Span of the floors and the loading 
retired. 
I claim: 
... The improvement: in reenforced concrete 

floors composed of reenforced concrete beams 
Of inverted channel form according to . Which 
upper and lower bars are provided in the sides 
of the beams and projecting ledges are formed 
at the lower edges of the vertical sides of each 
beam, the vertical depth of the ledge being such 
as to permit the grouting to extend the full 
working depth of the reenforced beam, the said 
sides of the beam between the upper and lower 
reenforcements being provided with longitudi 
nally disposed grooves by which the grouting 
is keyed to and bonds together the corresponding 
sides of the adjacent beams, Substantially as 
deSCIibed. 

2. In beams constructed in accordance With 
claim i, providing at the ends and at inter 
mediate points of the beam cross WebS extend 
ing the full depth of the beam, the end webs 
having a profile similar to that of the sides of 
the beam aid the intermediate Cross WebS be 
ing perforated to take attachments for hangers 
for runways, shafting, ducts and the like carried 
from and located below the floor, Substantially 
aS described. 

3. In the floor construction of claim 1, the 
conbination. With floor beams the grooved Sur 
faces of Which have external flanges at their 
lower edges, of longitudina Spacer pieces of 
material adapted to take and hold nails, screws 
and the like attachments, and to align the 
beams, and to close the bottom of the grouting 
groove. 

4. In the floor construction of claim 1, the 
Combination with floor beams the grooved sur 
faces of Which have external flanges at their 
lower edges of longitudinal spacer pieces 
of material adapted to take and hold nails, 
ScreWS and the like attachments, and to align 
the beams, and to close the bottom and top of 
the grouting space. 

5. In the foor construction of claim 1, the 
Combination. With the floor beams and rolled 
Steel joists to Support them, of haunchings car 
ried by the lower members of the rolled steel 
joistS, the ends of the floor beams being sup 
ported by the Upper surfaces of the said haunch 
ings, and fitting between the said upper surface 
and the upper side of the upper member of the 
joists. 

6. In the floor construction of claim 1, the 
Combination. With the floor beams and rolled 
Steel joists to Support them, of haunchings car 
ried by the lower members of the rolled steel 
joists, the end of the floor beams being sup 
ported by the upper surfaces of the said haunch- i. 
ings, and respectively fitting between the said 
uppei Surface and the under side of the upper 
member of the joists; the upper surfaces of the 
haunchings being of concave configuration, and 
the ends of the floor beams being of corespond 
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ing concave configuration, so that the Vertical 
pressure on the ends of the beams serves to re 
tain the haunchings in position against the 
rolled steel joists. 

. . 7. In the floor construction of claim 1, the 
combination with the floor beams and rolled 
steel joists to Support them, of haunchings car 
ried by the lower members of the rolled steel 
joists, the ends of the floor being supported by 
the upper Surfaces of the Said haunchings, and 
fitting between the said upper Surface and the 
under side of the upper member of the joists; 
the said haunchings being pre-cast units made 
in halves to enclose the lower member of the 
rolled steel joists, and having tongues and 
grooved jointing Surfaces. 

8. In the floor construction of claim 1, the 
combination with floor beams having their up 
per and lower Side edges shaped to form Sup 
porting surfaces, of closure means to fill in the 
final gaps between the assembled floor beams, 
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said closure means comprising slabs extending 
across the upper portions of the Said gaps, and 
being supported by the said upper supporting 
surfaces of adjacent beams, and slabs extending 
across the lower portions of said gaps and being 
Supported by the said lower Supporting Surfaces, 
the Spaces enclosed by said closure forming caV 
ities to take conduits, heating grids and the like 
structure carried by the flooring. 

9. In the floor construction of claim 1, and 
in combination with the floor beans and a floor 
surface, of upper spacer, pieces of T shaped 
cross-section, the heads of which extend over the 
gap between the two adjacent floor beams, the 
upper surface of the heads extending above the 
top of the floor beams and carrying and forming 
attachment means for the Said floor Surface 
So as to leave cavities between the under Sid 
Of the floor Surface and floor beams. 

HENRY KENELM BATES. 
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